Ghani Asks UN Agencies to Shun Ineffective Plans

The president adviced organisations working under UN charter to ensure transparency in their activities and eliminate ineffective programmes from their agendas. He asked the UN agencies to hire more Afghans as their staff.

Ghani Seeks Constitutional Solutions as End of Parliament’s Term Looms

Karzai had been in office for more than three years, during which time the country had seen significant progress. The current government had made efforts to stabilize the country and bring peace to its people.

Faramarz Azad -- The country had made progress in various areas, including security and economic development. However, there were still challenges that needed to be addressed.

Rebels Trying to Bring Govt. to Terms: Mangal

Jalaluddin Haqqani, one of the most prominent leaders of the Taliban, had recently announced that his group would not participate in any peace talks with the Afghan government. The government had been trying to engage the Taliban in talks, but the group had repeatedly rejected these efforts.

Iran, Afghanistan Discuss Mutual Cooperation Plan

The two countries have been working together on various issues, including security, economic development, and education. The mutual cooperation plan is expected to further strengthen the relationship between the two countries.

QARUCH

A great city is that which has the greatest men and women.

Walt Whitman

Donors End Funding for Afghan Parliamentary Elections

Karzai had been in office for more than three years, during which time the country had seen significant progress. The current government had made efforts to stabilize the country and bring peace to its people.

Afghan, Turkish Journalists Hold Joint Seminar

Karzai - Afghanistan's failure to set a date for post-peace parliamentary elections and the widespread corruption and abuses that have characterized the Afghan government have encouraged the Afghan people to turn to their neighbors.

Ghani Seeks Constitutional Solutions as End of Parliament’s Term Looms

Karzai had been in office for more than three years, during which time the country had seen significant progress. The current government had made efforts to stabilize the country and bring peace to its people.

Jalaluddin Haqqani, one of the most prominent leaders of the Taliban, had recently announced that his group would not participate in any peace talks with the Afghan government. The government had been trying to engage the Taliban in talks, but the group had repeatedly rejected these efforts.

Iran, Afghanistan Discuss Mutual Cooperation Plan

The two countries have been working together on various issues, including security, economic development, and education. The mutual cooperation plan is expected to further strengthen the relationship between the two countries.
30 Arab Insurgents Killed in Foreign Air Strike

SIRAHAN - At least 30 Arab insurgents were killed in a foreign air strike in Sirahane, Zakab district of Paktika province, the official provincesaid.

"The air attack was conducted in an area in Khost province," a military official said.

According to the statement, 30 Arab insurgents were killed in the attack near the line of control between Afghanistan and Pakistan province, where the insurgents were based.

No information on civilian casualties was released.

The Taliban has not commented on the air strikes.

Farvay's Chief District Attorney Shot inandlesd Blast

MAMANA - The Chief District Attorney of Farvay's district was shot in a roadside blast on Wednesday afternoon.

The blast occurred as the District Attorney was traveling in a vehicle in the district.

The incident has sparked outrage among residents of the district.

5 Civilians Killed in Helmand Blast

LANKHUR - At least 5 civilians were killed and 12 others were wounded when an improvised explosive device (IED) was detonated by a roadside in southern Helmand province.

The blast occurred when a vehicle traveling on a road in the district, which is known for itsrough roads and frequent attacks, hit the IED.

The government has not released any official statements about the incident.

Survey Lists 37 Most Popular Lawmakers

KARSH. - An annual poll conducted by Dera News-listed 37 lawmakers as the most popular in the country for 2023.

The survey was conducted in all 34 provinces of Afghanistan.

The top lawmakers included individuals known for their political influence and public service.

Abdullah Condemns Attack on Pajhwok Bureau

KABUL - The Afghan Ministry of Information and Culture has condemned the attack on a Pajhwok news agency bureau in the eastern city of Jalalabad.

The attack, which occurred on Thursday, targeted a news agency office in a busy area of the city.

A Taliban spokesman claimed responsibility for the attack, saying it was a response to the media's coverage of the conflict.

1 of 4 Kidnapped Labourers Found Dead in Zabul

MAZAR-I-SHARIF - One of four laborers who were kidnapped in the central province of Zabul has been found dead.

The kidnappers demanded a ransom of $1 million for the release of the laborers.

The government has launched a massive operation to locate the remaining laborers.

The case highlights the ongoing problem of Kidnapping in Afghanistan.

District Police Commissioner shot dead in Logar Province

LOGAR - A police officer was shot dead in the central province of Logar on Friday.

The officer was killed in an attack by unknown gunmen.

The government has launched a manhunt to capture the perpetrators.

A spike in violence has been observed in Logar Province.

8 Dead in Suicide Blast at Pajhwok Bureau

KABUL - At least 8 staff members of a news agency were killed in a suicide blast at a Pajhwok news office in the eastern city of Jalalabad.

The blast occurred during rush hour, targeting the news studio.

The Taliban has claimed responsibility for the attack, saying it was a response to the media's coverage of the conflict.

Outlook Horoscope

Arts (Mar. 25-Apr. 20)

Cancer (June 21-July 20)

Leo (July 22-Aug. 21)

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
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You might be feeling more introspective and reflecting on your past.

You may want to be more careful about how you use your words and how you communicate with others.
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World Day against Child Labor

With the World Bank's target almost met, there is a strong incentive to take the lead in the fight against child labor in order to eradicate it globally. The Global Poverty Project (GPP) recently released its report titled "World Day against Child Labor," which highlights the progress made in reducing child labor worldwide. The report notes that since the World Bank's target was set 15 years ago, the prevalence of child labor has decreased significantly. According to the report, the number of child laborers has fallen from 246 million in 2000 to 168 million in 2015, a decrease of 34%. The report attributes this success to the combined efforts of governments, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and international bodies in raising awareness, implementing policies, and providing support to affected communities.

In the context of this report, the focus is on the legal and policy frameworks that have been established to combat child labor. The report outlines the legal reforms that have been implemented at the national and international levels, highlighting the importance of strong legal frameworks in ensuring the protection of children's rights. The report also emphasizes the role of international organizations in promoting and enforcing child labor laws, as well as the need for continued efforts to address the underlying causes of child labor, such as poverty, lack of access to education, and economic hardship.

The report concludes with a call for sustained commitment from all stakeholders, including governments, NGOs, and civil society organizations, to continue working towards the elimination of child labor. It also underscores the importance of monitoring and evaluating progress, as well as sharing best practices and lessons learned to ensure that effective strategies are implemented in all contexts.

The World Bank's target of reducing the prevalence of child labor by half by 2015 was an important milestone in the global effort to eradicate child labor. However, the report acknowledges that much work remains to be done to ensure that every child has the right to a childhood free from exploitation and abuse. The report urges all stakeholders to remain committed to this goal and to continue working towards its realization.

By Abdul Ahad Barmahi
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rule of law and exemption from punishment in the primary French behind increasing corruption in the country. "One of the biggest missing links in the operation is the lack of rule of law and the lack of political will," Ambani said.

In another development, Mr.echat signed two cooperation agreements with the Afghan government to fight terrorism and drug trafficking.

10. Iran, Afghanistan

In Iran, Afghanistan has the potential to become a transit country, which could significantly affect Iran's trade policy. The agreement signed between Iran's Ministry of Economy and Ministry of Finance. Earlier some Afghan officials have expressed concern over the performance of Private security companies (PSCs) in Afghanistan.

3) Donors End

The international community can’t and shouldn’t shoulder the entire burden.

4) Ghost Seeks

The total number of Afghan refugees assumed to be 2.9 million.

5) Afghan Workers

The Afghan government has declared a moratorium on deportations of Afghan workers from Iran.

6) WHO Reaches

WHO has sent a team to Afghanistan to assess the public health needs in the country.

7) Anti-Drug

Afghan authorities have arrested 106 people in the last 24 hours.

8) Australian Aids

Australia has announced a $50 million aid package for Afghanistan.

9) Pakistani Agenda

The Pakistan government has announced plans to reduce its military presence in Afghanistan.

10) Anti-Corruption

The Anti-Corruption Commission has recommended the suspension of 12 officials from the Ministry of Finance.

11) Afghan Women

The Afghan government has announced plans to increase the number of women in government positions.

12) Afghan Peace

The Afghan government has announced plans to start direct peace talks with the Taliban.

13) Anti-Taliban

The Afghan government has announced plans to increase military operations against the Taliban.

14) Afghan Border

The Afghan government has announced plans to strengthen its border security.

15) Afghan Economy

The Afghan government has announced plans to boost the country's economy.

16) Afghan NATO

The Afghan government has announced plans to increase its contributions to the NATO-led mission.

17) Afghan Security

The Afghan government has announced plans to increase security measures.

18) Afghan Elections

The Afghan government has announced plans to hold elections in 2021.

19) Afghan Women

The Afghan government has announced plans to empower women in the country.

20) Afghan Peace

The Afghan government has announced plans to start direct peace talks with the Taliban.
Putin praises Russia as Open and Democratic

MOSCOW — President Vladimir Putin, presenting state awards on Revolution Day, celebrates independence day, has praised the country for democracy and openness.

The comments during a ceremony come as relations of the Kremlin with the West improve, a process that some observers attribute to Putin's shift to pursue a policy of enhancing cultural ties and promoting patriotism.

Putin's Friday speech marked Revolution Day, which commemorates the Bolshevik revolution in China, with a speech that highlighted the state's role in shaping the country's future.

The state has been pushing for reforms that include efforts to reduce corruption and improve the economy, with Putin saying that the country needs to "grow in a democratic and modern way".

Ukraine's Mariupol Steel Plants in Critical State after Gas Cut-Off

KIEV — Two of Ukraine's largest steel plants are facing critical shortages of gas, putting the country's steel industry at risk.

The situation is particularly concerning in the steelmaking region of Donetsk, where supplies of gas have been severely cut off.

The plants are currently running at reduced capacity, with some production lines idled due to the lack of gas.

A number of酸rican officials have been visiting the plants in recent weeks to assess the situation and provide assistance.

US, South Korean Leaders Agree to Reschedule Security Meeting

WASHINGTON, Aug 10 (Reuters) — US President Barack Obama and South Korean President Park Geun-hye agreed to reschedule a summit meeting to discuss North Korea's nuclear and missile programs.

The two leaders discussed the situation during a phone call, and agreed to hold the meeting in early September.

The meeting will focus on the Korean Peninsula as a whole, with the two leaders expected to discuss issues such as the ongoing nuclear crisis in North Korea.

S. Korea says Mers Cases Slowing Down

SEOUL — South Korea said on Monday that it has successfully controlled the Mers outbreak after a spike in the number of infections.

The government said that the number of new cases has dropped significantly, with only three new cases reported on Monday.

Germany Drops Probe into US Spying on Merkel

BERLIN — Germany's top public prosecutor closed an 18-month-long investigation into the suspected illegal tapping of Chancellor Angela Merkel's phone by the NSA.

The probe was initiated after the publication of documents leaked by Edward Snowden, revealing that Germany was spied on by the NSA.

The decision was made after the government decided not to file charges against the US intelligence agency.

Uzbekistan to Increase Coal Production more than Twice Until 2018

The government is considering plans to increase coal production by more than twice until 2018, as part of efforts to diversify the country's energy mix and reduce reliance on imported fuels.

The government has set a target of increasing coal production from 1.5 million tonnes in 2015 to 3.5 million tonnes by 2018, with the goal of reducing the country's dependence on imported coal.

The plan includes investments in new mines and the expansion of existing facilities, with the aim of increasing the country's self-sufficiency in coal.

President Emomali Rahmon pledged to devote all the resources necessary to achieve this goal, stating that the country is rich in coal reserves and has the potential to become a major player in the global coal market.

However, the plan faces challenges, including the need to address environmental and social concerns associated with coal mining.

The government has promised to work closely with international partners to ensure that the plan is implemented in an environmentally sustainable manner.

Despite these challenges, the goal of increasing coal production is seen as a strategic move to enhance the country's energy security and reduce its carbon footprint.

Uzbekistan is one of the world's largest coal producers, with the country's coal reserves estimated to be among the largest in the world.

Increasing coal production is expected to boost the country's economy, supporting the growth of industries that rely on coal, such as power generation and steel production.

The government is also expected to benefit from increased coal exports, which could contribute to the country's foreign exchange earnings and improve its trade balance.

However, the plan faces criticism from environmentalists and international organizations, who warn that increased coal production could have negative impacts on the country's environment and human health.

They argue that the government should consider alternative energy sources and pursue a transition to cleaner and more sustainable energy technologies.

The government has acknowledged the need to address these concerns and has stated that it will work to minimize the environmental impact of the coal mining and processing activities.
Noon Claims He is Ready to Fight insurgents in the North

President Ghani Announces Appointment of Four Senior Advisers

President Visits Raise Hope for Change in Kandahar

Pro-Rohingya Protectors Waving White Flags in Takhar

Women’s Activists Still Concerned About Peace Talks

Anti-Child Labor Day Draws Attention to Plight of Children

NRC Distributing Cash Assistance to Placed Families

KARUL - Afghanistan’s emerging civil society is bracing for a shift in focus, as the government’s engagement with the Taliban has raised concerns about the future of the country. The recent peace talks in Doha have created hope among many that a lasting peace agreement could be reached, but the implementation of such an agreement is far from certain.

The Taliban have made several concessions in the past, but their commitment to a permanent ceasefire remains to be seen. If a peace agreement is reached, it will be crucial to ensure that the rights of women and other marginalized groups are protected.

Meanwhile, civil society activists continue to work towards creating a more包容性社会 in Afghanistan. They are calling on the international community to support their efforts and to provide necessary resources to sustain their work.